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ABSTRACT: A silicious material containing massive array of spherical nanocages
connected to each other by small micropores was used to study ice nucleation in
confined water under conditions of well-defined pore geometry. By purposefully
selecting small size of the interconnecting pores below 2 nm, ice nucleation and
growth were limited to occur only within the nanocages. By exploitation of nuclear
magnetic resonance, ice nucleation rates at different temperatures were accurately
measured. These rates were obtained to be substantially higher than those typically
observed for micrometer-sized water droplets in air. In addition, the occurrence of
correlations between ice nucleation in one nanocage with the phase state in the
adjacent cages were observed. These results have important implication for a deeper
understanding of ice nucleation, especially in confined geometries.

■ INTRODUCTION

Predicting ice nucleation rates is a cornerstone problem of
statistical thermodynamics with broad implications for many
branches of natural and life sciences.1−3 Despite long history of
experimental and theoretical studies, many aspects of this
phenomenon still remain a matter of intense research.4−12

Experimental exploration of ice nucleation in bulk liquids is a
challenging task, in particular due to interference between
nucleation and crystal growth. A useful strategy to overcome
this problem is to prepare small water droplets, e.g., in the form
of an aerosol, and to follow their crystallization frequencies at
different supercoolings.13−18 In this approach, a particular care
needs to be paid to take account of an unavoidable distribution
of the droplet sizes. Alternatively, water imbibed into porous
materials can be used as a route to decrease the liquid volume
sizes. By using porous solids with ordered porosities,19−21

crystallization of water in well-defined pore geometries can be
studied. Porous materials with both disordered and ordered
pore systems have already been used for establishing the phase
diagrams for confined water, i.e., for determining the freezing/
melting temperatures as a function of the pore size.22−28 At the
same time, investigations of the crystallization kinetics in
confined geometries, which may contribute to better under-
standing of the ice nucleation phenomena, are scarcely
reported.
In this work we exploit a siliceous porous solid FDU-12

containing a periodic array of spherical cages with 12 nm pore
diameter, which are interconnected via small pores with the
pore sizes below 2 nm, to study homogeneous ice nucleation.
Because the pore space in the material used is globally
interconnected, some bulk-like properties of water, e.g., the
possibility of long-range density fluctuations or of pressure

equilibration via mass transfer, become preserved. On the other
hand, due to a purposeful choice of the pore size below 2 nm,
in which the ice formation is strongly suppressed,29,30

macroscopic crystal growth triggered by homogeneous ice
nucleation in the spherical cages turns out to be excluded.
Hence, this system provides a remarkable option to probe ice
nucleation in macroscopic samples with the crystal growth
mode being intentionally suppressed. Notably, cavitation of gas
bubbles was successfully probed using this strategy.31

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The FDU-12 material used in this work was synthesized
according to the procedure described by Morishige with an
hydrothermal treatment step at 80 °C for 1 day.32 The porosity
and morphology of the material were comprehensively
characterized using nitrogen physisorption, small-angle X-rays
scattering (SAXS) and electron microscopy (TEM) (see
Supporting Information). The silica possesses a pore structure
composed of spherical cages with the diameter d of 12 nm
arranged in a face-centered cubic lattice with the lattice
constant of about 25 nm. These cages are connected via pores
with the pore sizes below 2 nm. By using the cooperative self-
assembly procedure the final material resulted in macroscopi-
cally extended particles of several micrometers with inner
ordered pore structure. Prior to the measurements, the samples
were outgassed using a turbo-molecular vacuum pump and
thereafter saturated with purified water under vacuum
atmosphere in order to prevent the formation of air bubbles.
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In one sample, the amount of water was such that only the
mesopore space was filled with water, and any excess water
between the FDU-12 particles was excluded; in another sample,
excess water was provided.
To probe the crystallization process we used NMR

relaxometry allowing to distinguish between frozen and liquid
water and thus to probe the phase change dynamics. Because of
a substantial difference in the nuclear magnetic transverse
relaxation rates in intrapore water (several tens of milliseconds)
and in crystalline ice (tens of microseconds),33 the NMR
signals of the two phases can easily be separated. This is done
by applying an NMR relaxation filter composed of a pair of 90°
and 180° radio frequency excitation pulses (Hahn echo pulse
sequence) separated by the time interval τ of hundreds of
microseconds.34 In this way, the NMR spin−echo signal
measured is contributed by only nuclear spins (water protons)
of the water molecules which are found in the liquid phase. The
Hahn spin−echo signal intensities measured in our experiments
are reported here as normalized functions, S, and reflect thus
the relative fraction of nonfrozen water in the samples. In what
follows, S, measured as a function of temperature, will be
referred to as “freezing curve”.
Temperature calibration in the sample was performed using a

Pt100 sensor. In order to determine the water diffusivity at low
temperatures, the pulsed field gradient technique of NMR has
been used.35 In this method, the Hahn echo pulse sequence was
complemented by the pulses of the magnetic field gradients
allowing for spatial encoding and decoding of the nuclear spin
positions and thus measuring their mean square displacements
(see Supporting Information).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Some typical freezing curves are shown in parts a and b of
Figure 1. To obtain them, the samples were first slowly cooled
down to Ti = 240 K. At this temperature no freezing was
observed; i.e., the signal measured remained constant over time.
Freezing was initiated by quickly quenching temperature from
Ti to a desired one T, at which the freezing kinetics were
measured. Parts a and b of Figure 1 reveal that, besides an
expected enhancement of the ice nucleation rates with
decreasing T, the freezing rates are found to decrease with
increasing evolution time after the temperature quenches.
The well-defined pore structure of the FDU-12 material used

allows for a reasonable interpretation of the experimentally
measured freezing kinetics. It is well established experimentally
that upon cooling water confined in cylindrical pores with the
pore sizes below about 2.9 nm no crystalline ice is formed
down to 180 K.29,36 Hence, at T > 180 K, the crystalline ice
phase can be formed only in the spherical cages, but not in the
micropores. Once an ice seed is nucleated in a cage, it grows to
fill the entire cage with the ice crystal. The time scale of this
growth process is many orders of magnitude shorter than the
experimental times of our experiments. Notably, a one-to-two
monolayer thick liquid-like water film adjacent to the pore walls
remains in a high mobility, liquid-like state ensuring
minimization of the total free energy.33,37 Because ice formed
in a cage cannot aid the ice formation in the neighboring ones,
the freezing kinetics measured in our experiments reflect the
sole process of homogeneous ice nucleation in the individual
cages. This is in contrast to interconnected pore systems in
which crystal growth may be dominant.38 In what follows we
analyze how the nucleation rates can be derived from the
experimental data and what they depend on.

Quite generally, one may consider two possible scenarios for
freezing in our samples. Namely, it may proceed either (i)
homogeneously over the material, i.e., the ice nucleation events
in different cages are spatially uncorrelated, or (ii) in a spatially
correlated way, giving rise to propagating nucleation fronts.39

These scenarios, however, are not supported by the
experimental evidence. If the nucleation events would occur
randomly across the material, then it is straightforward to show
that the freezing kinetics should be of an exponential form, S ∝
exp (−R0t), with R0 being the genuine nucleation rate in one
cage. The experimentally obtained kinetics in parts a and b of
Figure 1 exhibit, however, a strongly nonexponential form.
The second scenario contradicts the observation that the

freezing kinetics are found to depend on the relaxation delay
time τ in the NMR pulse-sequence (see Figure 1b). This
dependency results from water diffusion between different
pools of mobile water in the material under study. The
transverse nuclear magnetic relaxation rates of water phase in
the cages filled completely with water and in the liquid-like
layers in the cages containing ice in their core parts are notably
different. In the latter case the relaxation rates are substantially
higher. Hence, with increasing τ, i.e., with increasing length of
the diffusion pathways of the water molecules, the chance to
encounter an ice-containing cage, where the nuclear magnet-
ization relaxes more rapidly, is higher. During the time intervals
τ from hundred microseconds to several milliseconds used in
our experiments, water molecules displace by the distances

τD2 , where D is the water diffusivity in the sample, shorter
than 150 nm. This estimate is based on the independently
measured diffusion coefficients D ≈ 5 × 10−12 m2/s (see
Supporting Information) using the pulsed field gradient

Figure 1. Freezing kinetics, i.e., normalized Hahn spin−echo signal
intensities S obtained (a) with the interpulse delay τ = 100 μs and at
different temperatures T and (b) with different τ at T = 235.68 K. The
solid lines show the best fits of eq 2 to the experimental data.
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technique of NMR.35 If the nanocages containing only liquid
water and nanocages containing ice would form separated
regions with macroscopic extensions, the τ-dependency could
not be observed due to a relatively low interfacial area between
these regions and hence negligible molecular exchange between
them. That means that the two types of the cages should be
well intermixed on the length scale of 150 nm.
A compromise scenario, in which the experimental

observations can reasonably be explained, is the occurrence of
the locally correlated nucleation events. Here it is assumed that
the nucleation probabilities in the nanocages are correlated with
the phase state in the nearest-neighbor cages. The governing
equation for such process is

= − −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

N
t

R N N
N
N

d
d

( ) 1
n

0
0 (1)

where N0 is the total number of cages, N is the number of cages
containing ice, and R is the nucleation rate. The last term (1 −
N/N0)

n in the product on the right-hand side of eq 1 describes,
in a mean-field-like manner, the nearest-neighbor correlations.
Degree of these correlations is modeled using a (positive)
exponent n, which, in what follows, will be referred to as
’coupling constant’. Thus, n = 0 means that the nucleation
events and phase state in the nearest-neighbor cages are
completely uncorrelated, while n > 0 implies that the presence
of the ice-containing cages lowers the nucleation probability.
Note that 1 − N/N0, which is the relative fraction of the water-
containing cages, is equal to the normalized signal intensity S
measured in the experiments. Hence, the following functional
form for S is readily obtained:

= + −S nRt(1 ) n1/
(2)

Equation 2 nicely reproduces the experimentally measured
kinetics for all temperatures studied and the results of the best
fit for both R and n are shown in parts a and b of Figure 2. In
what follows, we first discuss the nucleation rates of Figure 2a
and then the coupling phenomenon resulting in n > 0 as seen in
Figure 2b.
As it has been noted earlier, R is found to be a function of τ

(see Figure 2a) caused by water diffusion. To obtain accurately
the genuine nucleation rate per cage, R0 = R(τ → 0), a simple
phenomenological model relating the measured rates to the
genuine ones has been developed (see Supporting Informa-
tion). The model predicts that

τ τ= +
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r
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2

0

3

(3)

where r is the nanocage radius and A is a proportionality
constant determining which part of the nuclear magnetization
in the volume τD( 2 )3 is lost due to the occurrence of an ice-
containing cage in the center of this volume. For the purpose of
this work, we fitted eq 3 to the data of Figure 2a to obtain R0.
The latter are shown in Figure 3.
The rates obtained experimentally in this work for water

confined to nanocages formed in a siliceous material are found
to be a few orders of magnitude higher than those typically
measured in the experiments in this temperature range by using
micrometer-sized water droplets in air.8,11,40,41 Moreover, the
temperature dependency of R0 deviates from the pattern ln(R)
∝ T often seen in the experiments in this temperature range.

We find that the data of Figure 3 are accurately captured by an
empirical equation

= − − αR C B T Texp{ ( ) }H0 (4)

in which a power-law divergence of the energy barriers upon
approaching the temperature TH ≈ 233.6 K, the temperature of
spontaneous ice nucleation, is assumed.42

Quite generally, one may associate these observations either
with a notable decrease of the water volume as compared to
other experimental studies or with the presence of the solid
walls. With respect to the former one, it has been anticipated in
the literature that, due to a substantial increase of the water

Figure 2. (a) Freezing rates R and (b) coupling constants n obtained
by fitting eq 2 to the experimental data on the freezing kinetics
obtained with different τ and at different T. The coupling constants n
were allowed to vary while fitting the experimental data obtained with
τ = 100 μs. This value obtained was then fixed while fitting the data
obtained with longer τ.

Figure 3. Intrinsic nucleation rates R0 obtained by fitting eq 3 to the
experimental data on the apparent kinetic rates obtained for different τ
shown in Figure 2a. The solid line shows the best fit with TH = 233.57
K and α = 1.88 (see also Supporting Information).
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droplet surface-to-volume ratio, the (possible) occurrence of
surface-assisted nucleation10,16,43−45 may dominate over bulk
nucleation. A satisfactory experimental confirmation of this
phenomenon is, however, lacking. Molecular simulations, on
the other hand, deliver controversial conclusions, which depend
strongly on the molecular models used for water. Thus, the
Laplace pressure was anticipated to strongly suppress the
nucleation rates in the nanosized mW water droplets,17 while
the use of TIP4P/ice force field was shown, in contrast, to
enhance the nucleation rates in thin water films by several
orders of magnitude.46 In the simulations mentioned only free
water interfaces were addressed. In our case, however, confined
water was in contact with the silica surface, which is wet by
water. Whether surface-assisted nucleation is effective under
these conditions is difficult to answer.
On considering further solid surface-assisted mechanisms,

which may lead to an enhancement of the nucleation rates, the
occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation seems to be
improbable due to a mismatch between the silica surface and
ice crystalline structures. At the same time, it is worth noting
that the spherical cages in the FDU-12 material are not closed
and have openings formed by the small pores in the silica walls.
This gives rise to particular geometries of the pore space close
to the openings, which may feature wedge-like motifs. In line
with a recent work by Bi et al.,47 one may anticipate that these
geometric patterns may favor the formation of metastable
topological defects and thus lead the enhanced nucleation rates.
Experimental prove of this scenario may be possible by a
purposeful variation of the geometric features of the
interconnecting pores and this will be a focus of our subsequent
studies. Alternatively, because no excess liquid between FDU-
12 particles was present, strong surface interaction could result
in negative pressures48 and, hence, alter the nucleation process.
In order to verify whether this phenomenon can be responsible
for the high nucleation rates observed, we have performed
additional experiments with excess water surrounding the FDU-
12 particles. The results obtained were qualitatively similar (see
Supporting Information), only the relaxation rates were found
to be slightly lower thus rendering the negative pressure effects
questionable.
In contrast, the observed slowing down of the crystallization

rates with progressing crystallization, as indicated by n > 0 in
Figure 3, may be anticipated to at least partly be caused by
increasing pressure. Indeed, the formation of ice in the cages
leads to expelling of water out of the FDU-12 particles. The
liquid at the particle boundary freezes immediately. If the excess
water is supplied intentionally it is already found in the frozen
state at the temperatures at which the experiments are
performed. Thus, the FDU-12 particles may become
surrounded by an ice shell giving rise to pressure increase
upon progressive crystallization. Whether the pressure increase
alone can lead to the functional form of eq 2, i.e., whether the
term (1 − N/N0)

n in this equation arises due to the pressure
effect, shall be addressed in future studies.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we present the first experimental study of ice
nucleation kinetics in water confined in an ordered mesoporous
silica material. Two important results obtained are (i) an
accurate determination of the nucleation rates, which turn out
to be several orders of magnitude higher than those typically
measured in micrometer-sized water droplets in air and (ii)
observation of the slowing down of the nucleation rates with

progressive crystallization. These two observations pose an
interesting open questions both for theory and experiment. A
fine-tunability of the pore structure in the material studied
allows to efficiently address how the cage size, size of the
connecting pores, and surface chemistry affect the nucleation
process and this will be in the focus of our future work.
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